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Multihole gasoline direct injection spray plumes
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Abstract
Gasoline Multihole spray dynamics are investigated numerically and experimentally to indicate the secondary at
omization regimes and timescales. Parameters which affect the global penetration are demonstrated and local ve
locity and droplet size field are shown from the experimental and numerical results.

Extended abstract
In conventional Gasoline Direct Injection engines, penetration has to be reduced to a minimum to limit the 

wall impact which lead to soot when piston or valves are impacted and oil dilution when the cylinder wall is im 
pacted. Sprays from multihole gasoline injectors exhibit a high exit velocity, up to 200m/s at 200bar, with indi 
vidual spray plume angles from 8 to 18degrees. Since multihole injector nozzles have the flexibility to define the 
spray plume directions, they offer an interesting injection system [1,2]. The quality of the mixture preparation is 
linked to the targeting, i.e. the plume direction, and the ability of the spray to evaporate quickly at the defined 
location which can be homogenized by the air movement to limit the HC emissions to very low levels and to 
achieve a high engine efficiency. These design guidelines will become increasingly more important as engine 
downsizing concepts are introduced.  An additional important  topic for  high BMEP engines  is  that  optimum 
spray targeting can avoid spurious autoignition, engine knock.

The focus of the present paper is the atomization produced by Multihole Gasoline injectors which is far less 
common in the literature than the Diesel multihole sprays. Such injectors can be classified as pressurized atom
izers in the middle operational pressure range of 120 to 200 bar and have low lengthtodiameter hole ratio geo
metry typically between 0.5 to 2. The primary atomization, not studied in detail here, remains however a very 
important and interesting topic of these pressurized atomizers.

Figure 1. Typical spray shape development with some 
jettojet interaction observed (here by simulation)
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The major consideration here is the validity of conventional spray submodels to represent the Gasoline MH 
spray in the average RANS framework. The modeling is based on a Lagrangian approach, with a Ducowicz 
Evaporation model and Nordin collision model, see figure 1 for a typical result of the dropsize distributions for a 
six hole injector. The simulations are compared to penetration and angle measurements when gasoline is injected 
in a constant vessel at different conditions and to PDA velocity and dropsize measurements under atmospheric 
conditions (figure 2). The comparison between them appears very satisfying for profiles of velocity and droplet 
sizes.

Figure 2. Circumferential scan through the centre of two plumes in a plane 
20mm below injector nozzle.

[Square: simulation, Diamond: PDA]

Based on the Weber number regimes found from the data, breakup is expected to be mainly in the bag and 
vibrational break up modes, where Wave and Tab models respectively are often used. It was found that relatively 
long break up times and hence a late influence of the drag were predicted. These atomization timescales are of 
the same order as the opening time of the injector. A consequence of this dynamic opening, it does not appear 
possible to perform an independent analysis of the atomization as regards the transient opening and the spray tip 
position, i.e. the penetration. This is found especially important when comparing predictions at two fuel pressure 
levels where changes in the force balance on the injector needle obviously determine the needle opening velo
city.

The parameters influencing the penetration for the typical regimes of GDI injection are finally summarized 
and their features are compared to what is usually observed for Diesel spray and theoretical models. Lastly, evid
ence of jettojet interactions are determined experimentally, and partly by simulation.
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